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I. Background
The Committee has concluded that it would be beneficial to have the Board involved in the
supervision process at the time a licensee begins supervising, as opposed to retrospectively
when an applicant submits supervised experience hours, as is done currently. This
determination was based on the results of the supervisee/supervisor survey, and due to the
number of applicants who have lost hours because their supervisor did not meet the
qualifications.
To accomplish this, all supervisors would need to register with the Board. Benefits include
protecting registrants gaining hours of experience, ensuring that supervisors are fully aware of
all requirements, and allowing a targeted channel for the Board to provide guidance to
supervisors. The goal is to provide a structure that increases accountability and improves
communication without major changes to the current system.
At the October 23, 2015 meeting, staff proposed a structure that involves a self-certification by
the supervisor. See Attachment A for this information.
Committee’s Direction for Implementation
At the October 2015 meeting, the committee directed staff to explore implementation through a
fully automated system, where the licensee logs into Breeze and self-certifies that he or she
meets all of the qualifications to supervise. The committee also discussed performing supervisor
audits in conjunction with licensee CE audits. Implementation in this manner was proposed with
the goal of minimizing the cost of implementation and additional staff. As staff began to explore
implementation of such a system, some concerns arose with the initially proposed framework, as
well as the committee’s desired method of implementation, as described below.
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II. Implementation Concerns
A. Findings from Other States
Of the states that staff surveyed for the committee in 2014, five states1 require prospective
supervisors to apply to the board for approval. There are two other states that offer an “optional”
supervisor registry (Arizona, Oregon), but to be listed on the registry a supervisor must apply to
the board for approval. Since none of the states surveyed had a supervisor “self-certification” or
similar type of program, staff ran various related internet searches. The search results turned up
nothing, even for other types of professions. This is not surprising given that licensing programs
are generally designed for the purpose of ensuring qualifications are met.
Possible solution: Use a term other than “self-certification”, such as “self-assessment” to better
communicate that this is not a board certification, and instead the supervisor’s own assessment
of their qualifications.
B. Listing on Breeze Implies BBS Approval
The red circled/underlined areas in Attachment B show the implications of listing self-certified
supervisors in Breeze. The majority of the text shown on pages 1 – 3 of the screen shots use
standard text that cannot be changed by an individual Board. Because the word “license” is used
repeatedly, listing a supervisor in Breeze would likely be perceived as a Board approval of
qualifications, even with a disclaimer.
Possible solution: See Attachment D for options.
C. Full Automation (Licensee Enters Own Information on Breeze)
There are several concerns with full automation:
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The Board cannot require every supervisor to add his or her own self-certification to the
Breeze system. The Board must provide a manual option, where staff enters the information
based on a form submitted by the supervisor. Additionally, it would be preferable for staff to
be responsible for removing a supervisor designation from Breeze, as it may not be a priority
for a licensee to take this step, and could lead to having outdated records.



Providing licensees with an automated option would be a significant change to the Breeze
system, resulting in a high cost and a minimum two-year lead time for implementation.



Address changes and renewals are currently the only records that can be entered by a
licensee directly into the Breeze system without staff approving the record change. A selfcertification that results in an automatic listing as a supervisor would be a big step in a new
direction, and raises concerns about public protection.

Ohio, South Carolina, Texas, Washington and Virginia
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III. Other Options for Proposed Framework and Implementation
A. Proposed Revised Framework
The main change to the framework proposed is that all supervisors would be required to submit
a self-assessment to the Board (as opposed to self-certification) and provide supervisees with a
copy. See attachment A for details.
B. Options for Breeze Implementation
See Attachment C for the three Breeze system options, as well as advantages and
disadvantages for each option. Additional discussion is provided below.
Option #2 – Similar to “Medical Board: Self-Reported Survey Responses” Search Link
The Medical Board has a feature in Breeze that is somewhat set apart from license verifications.
The link allows for consumers to search for a physician by “self-reported survey responses” such
as areas of practice, language spoken, etc. Something similar could be designed that allows an
individual to “Search for a Licensee who has submitted a Supervisor Self-Assessment” or
“Search for a Licensee who has Self-Reported as a Supervisor.”
See Attachment D to see an example of the Medical Board’s searchable link and how it is
accessed through Breeze.
Option #3 – Verifiable Private Listing
This option would not provide licensees with the ability to add their own record in Breeze. It
would instead require all supervisors to submit a completed self-assessment form to the Board.
Staff would then simply add a “modifier” to the licensee’s record in Breeze, which would only be
viewable internally. However, staff could periodically publish a list on the Board’s website,
separately from Breeze.
C. Auditing Supervisors
The committee felt that supervisor audits should be performed in conjunction with continuing
education (CE) audits. The current plan for CE is to audit 1% of licensees per year, which means
about 535 people. According to a 2015 CAMFT survey2, 30% of California LMFTs supervise. A
comparable survey could not be located for the other professions, but a 2006 survey of licensed
social workers nationally (clinical and non-clinical) indicates 58%3. A reasonable assumption is
that 35% of licensees supervise, so staff would typically audit 187 supervisors per year.
While this is an adequate number to be audited, staff feels that the audit process would be
stronger if audits were targeted based on Experience Verification forms submitted by applicants.
If performed in conjunction with a CE audit, it would be easy for a licensee to answer that they
are not a supervisor, and the audit would end there. By selecting specifically those who signed
2

http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/c82cdd2b#/c82cdd2b/64

3

http://workforce.socialworkers.org/studies/nasw_06_execsummary.pdf
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for experience hours, the Board would already have documentation that they are (or were) a
supervisor.
Staff envisions a supervisor audit as including the following:


Verify date of licensure, including in another state if necessary to meet two years



One of the following:
o Verify Approved Supervisor Certification
OR
o Proof of initial supervisor course AND ongoing professional development (if
applicable)



Most recent self-assessment



LPCC Supervisors - If supervising LMFT applicants OR supervising LPCC applicants gaining
couples/families experience, proof of meeting couples/families requirements

Estimated Staffing Needs
For any of the options presented, it is likely that no more than one full-time position would be
necessary to implement and maintain this program.

ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment A: Overall Framework Options
Attachment B: Breeze Screen Shots – License Verification
Attachment C: Breeze System Options
Attachment D: Breeze Screen Shots – Medical Board Self-Reported Survey Response Pages
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ATTACHMENT A
Proposed and Revised Framework
Initially Proposed Framework

Revised Proposed Framework

1. New supervisors: Must certify to the Board
under penalty of perjury that they meet all
qualifications to supervise within 60 days of the
commencement of supervision.

1. New supervisors: Must submit a selfassessment to the Board within 60 days of the
commencement of supervision, signed under
penalty of perjury, indicating all qualifications
to supervise have been met. Must provide a
copy to each supervisee along with information
on how to file a complaint.

2. Existing supervisors: Must certify to the Board
under penalty of perjury that they meet all
qualifications to supervise within 90 days after
being notified of the new requirements.

2. Existing supervisors: Must submit a selfassessment to the Board within 90 days after
being notified of the new requirements, signed
under penalty of perjury, indicating all
qualifications to supervise have been met.
Must provide a copy to each supervisee along
with information on how to file a complaint.

3. All supervisors: Must provide supervisees with
a signed disclosure that includes how to submit
a complaint about a supervisor and proof of
completion of supervisor training.

3. All supervisors: Must perform an updated selfassessment at the end of each renewal period,
with a copy provided to each supervisee. Need
to determine if they should submit an update
to the Board in order to keep the list of
supervisors current.

4. Audits: The Board performs random audits of
supervisor qualifications. Failure of the audit
would result in a citation and fine.

4. Audits: The Board performs targeted audits of
supervisor qualifications based on signed
experience verification forms. Failure of the
audit would result in a citation and fine.

Blank Page
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ATTACHMENT C – BREEZE SYSTEM OPTIONS
1. Standard Listing in Breeze

2. Separate Link Similar to Medical Board SelfReported Survey Responses

3. Verifiable Private Listing

Add a “supervisor” category to Breeze. The
listing would be searchable, connected to an
individual’s license record and include a
disclaimer. Licensees would be able to enter
their own record into Breeze. Staff to review
listing prior to publishing.

Provide a link separate from most screens that
reference “License Verification,” titled, “Search for a
Licensee who has Submitted a Supervisor SelfAssessment.” Listing with disclaimer could be
attached to an individual’s license record if desired.
Licensees would be able to add their own
information into Breeze.

Staff adds a “modifier” to the licensee’s
record, which would only be viewable
internally. Staff would periodically publish a
list of supervisors, made separately available
on the Board’s website, which includes
disclaimer.

Advantages:
• Allows supervisees to verify whether a
supervisor submitted a self-assessment

Advantages:
• Somewhat lessens the perception that the
Board has “approved” the supervisor’s
qualifications

Advantages:
• Greatly lessens the perception that the
Board has “approved” the supervisor’s
qualifications

•

•

Provides the ability to obtain a regional listing of
supervisors

Very minor change to Breeze with a very
low cost and less than one (1) year for
implementation

•

Workload unlikely to exceed a single half-time
position

Allows supervisees to verify whether a
supervisor submitted a self-assessment

•

Provides the ability to find supervisors
in a particular region

•
•

Provides the ability to obtain a regional
listing of supervisors
Workload unlikely to exceed a single
half-time position

Disadvantages:
• Even with the use of a disclaimer,
listing/allowing searches in this manner
implies BBS approval
•

•

•
•

Allows supervisees to verify whether a supervisor
submitted a self-assessment

Disadvantages:
Significant change to Breeze, with a high • Could still be perceived as board approval of
cost and a minimum of two (2) years for
qualifications, even with the use of a disclaimer.
implementation
The link could only be accessed after clicking
through two screens titled “License Verification”
Possibly difficult to keep current.
• Very significant change to Breeze, with a high
Licensees may not report that they are
cost and a minimum of two (2) years for
no longer supervising.
implementation
•

Possibly difficult to keep current. Licensees may
not report that they are no longer supervising.

Disadvantages:
• Higher workload for staff than other
options, but not expected to exceed one
position ongoing. Additional temporary
help would be necessary initially.
•

Possibly difficult to keep current.
Licensees may not report that they are
no longer supervising.
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